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This study investigated gesture–speech integration (GSI) among adolescents who are deaf 
or hard of hearing (DHH) and those with typical hearing. Thirty-eight adolescents (19 with 
hearing loss) performed a Stroop-like task in which they watched 120 short video clips of 
gestures and actions twice at random. Participants were asked to press one button if the 
visual content of the speaker’s movements was related to a written word and to press another 
button if it was unrelated to a written word while accuracy rates and response times were 
recorded. We found stronger GSI effects among DHH participants than hearing participants. 
The semantic congruency effect was significantly larger in DHH participants than in hearing 
participants, and results of our experiments indicated a significantly larger gender congruency 
effect in DHH participants as compared to hearing participants. Results of this study shed 
light on GSI among DHH individuals and suggest future avenues for research examining the 
impact of gesture on language processing and communication in this population.

Keywords: deaf and hard of hearing, automaticity, gesture–speech integration, spoken language comprehension, 
gesture

INTRODUCTION

With the diagnosis of hearing loss increasing in prevalence (Yuri et  al., 2008; Verrecchia 
and Curcio, 2016) and being researched around the world (Moscicki et al., 1985; Cruickshanks 
et  al., 1998; Reuben et  al., 1998; Colozza and Anastasio, 2009), experts are debating an 
important question: does the loss of hearing mean simply the absence of sensory input 
in the auditory modality, or does it lead to enhancement of perceptual ability in other 
modalities, such as vision? Compensatory plasticity holds that the lack of auditory 
stimulation experienced by deaf individuals is accompanied by enhancements in other 
senses, such as visual cognition. However, some evidence in the educational and cochlear 
implant literature documents deficient visual cognition in individuals who are deaf or 
hard of hearing (DHH; Bavelier et  al., 2006). Without early identification, technology 
use, and auditory-based intervention, hearing loss is often accompanied by difficulty 
developing spoken language (Taitelbaum-Swead et  al., 2006), and it may also bring about 
disadvantages in daily life and societal discrimination (Branson and Miller, 2005). However, 
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several studies have also suggested that the removal of 
one sensory modality leads to neural reorganization of the 
remaining modalities (Finney et al., 2001), which is regarded 
as compensation.

It is well established that gestures are communicative and 
are integrated automatically with speech by individuals with 
typical hearing in order to comprehend a message (Volterra 
and Erting, 1994; Obermeier et  al., 2011, 2012). Language 
researchers have theorized that gesture and speech work 
together to form a single integrated system of meaning during 
language comprehension (Kendon, 1986; McNeill, 1994; 
Hostetter, 2011; Dargue et  al., 2019; Kandana Arachchige 
et  al., 2021). Kelly et  al. (1999) pioneered research into what 
they termed the gesture–speech integration (GSI) effect and 
argued that gestures have a powerful impact on how hearing 
individuals comprehend and remember pragmatic 
communication. This automatic GSI also appears to exist in 
DHH individuals. Obermeier et  al. (2012) conducted two 
experiments to investigate automaticity and the ways in which 
communicative abilities and the environment influence 
integration of gesture and speech. They found a significant 
benefit of using gestures during communication among the 
DHH group; that is, DHH participants showed better GSI 
and successful disambiguation of speech. Results indicated 
that gestures are beneficial in countering difficult 
communication conditions independent of whether the 
difficulties are due to external (ambient noise) or internal 
(hearing loss) factors.

Representational Gestures and Spoken 
Language Comprehension
In general, representational gestures, which convey meaning 
via their form and motion, facilitate comprehension of both 
native and non-native languages (Rogers, 1978; Beattie and 
Shovelton, 1999; Kelly et al., 1999, 2010b; Church et al., 2004; 
Holle and Gunter, 2007; Holler and Wilkin, 2011; Obermeier 
et al., 2011). These gestures help to disambiguate pragmatically 
ambiguous speech (Kelly et al., 1999) and words with ambiguous 
meanings (Holle and Gunter, 2007). Moreover, semantic 
processing is impacted by the presence of representational 
gestures either congruent or incongruent in meaning with 
co-occurring speech (Kelly et  al., 2004). Moreover, they play 
a crucial role in language-based communication (Kelly et  al., 
2010b), and people extract information about meaning from 
them (Beattie and Shovelton, 1999). Representational gestures 
are taken into consideration during conversations, and one 
cannot avoid integrating them with speech (Kelly et al., 2010a). 
Representational gestures improve speech comprehension in 
suboptimal situations, such as in a setting with a great deal 
of background noise, influencing GSI (Obermeier et al., 2011; 
Drijvers and Özyürek, 2017). In these situations, individuals 
tend to regard representational gestures as a helpful and 
related cue for language comprehension (Rogers, 1978).  
Overall, representational gestures have profound influences 
on the processing, communication, and comprehension of 
spoken language.

Gesture and Speech Comprehension in the 
Typically Hearing Population
As discussed above, gesture, as a non-verbal disambiguation 
cue, influences speech interpretation among individuals with 
typical hearing. In particular, gestures are a relevant and 
helpful cue in noisy conversational settings (Rogers, 1978). 
According to Obermeier et  al. (2011), typically hearing 
individuals leverage gestures to disambiguate the meaning 
of ambiguous speech when noise interferes with its 
comprehension. In the field of embodied cognition, iconic 
gestures, which represent physical/spatial attributes or actions, 
have been widely studied because of their direct connection 
to tangible conceptual representations (Barsalou, 2003). McNeil 
et al. (2000) have investigated whether these gestures support 
spoken language comprehension in children. They conclude 
that their role in speech comprehension depends on the 
complexity of the spoken message, and that they facilitate 
speech comprehension primarily for complex spoken messages. 
In typically hearing individuals, speech and gesture reciprocally 
influence one another’s semantic processing during online 
comprehension (Ozyurek, 2010). Gesture has also been found 
to influence three interrelated cognitive processes sub-serving 
second language (L2) word learning: communication, encoding, 
and recall (Allen, 1995; Tellier, 2008; Macedonia et  al., 2011; 
Macedonia and von Kriegstein, 2012; So et al., 2012; Macedonia, 
2014; Morett, 2014, 2018). Above all, the effect of gesture 
on speech comprehension in hearing individuals depends on 
both the relation of gesture to speech and the complexity 
of the spoken message (McNeil et  al., 2000), facilitating 
language processing and communication among native and 
non-native speakers.

Several studies suggest that gestures complementing spoken 
language in meaning facilitate learning (Sadoski, 2018; Andra 
et  al., 2020). Porter (2016) and Tellier (2008) examined the 
effects of gesture production on children’s L2 vocabulary 
acquisition. Tellier (2008) demonstrated that production of 
gestures conveying the meanings of L2 words may facilitate 
children’s L2 vocabulary learning, whereas Porter (2016) shows 
that such gestures may facilitate it for 5- and 6-year-old 
when combined with images of referents. Andra et  al. (2020) 
compared the effect of gestures and images depicting word 
referents on children’s L2 vocabulary learning. They conclude 
that gesture significantly benefits L2 vocabulary learning in 
comparison with learning without gesture, whereas it does 
not significantly benefit it in comparison with images. Further, 
the effects of gesture on L2 vocabulary learning last for several 
months, indicating that it facilitates long-term memory for 
L2 words.

Gestures also facilitate the understanding of abstract concepts, 
and different types of gestures have different effects on it (Kang 
et  al., 2013). Moreover, gestures benefit comprehension of 
spoken narratives (Hough, 1990; Lyle, 2000; Schmithorst et  al., 
2006; Dargue and Sweller, 2020). Finally, there is growing 
evidence that gestures can enhance acquisition of novel L2 
speech sounds (Morett and Chang, 2015; Zheng et  al., 2018; 
Baills et al., 2019; Zhen et al., 2019; Hoetjes and Van Maastricht, 
2020; Xi et  al., 2020; Morett et  al., 2022).
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Gesture Comprehension and Use in the 
DHH Population
Many representational gestures approximate signs from signed 
languages, which may aid communication between individuals 
who are DHH and those with typical hearing. Kendon (1997) 
considered gesticulations (i.e., co-speech gestures), emblems, 
and signs all to be  gestures, but did not consider posture 
shifts, self-adaptors (e.g., grooming, scratching), and object 
manipulations to be  gestures. It is likely that DHH individuals 
have permanently adapted their communicative systems to 
incorporate as much extra-linguistic information as possible 
(Obermeier et  al., 2012). Deaf people often fixate visually on 
the face to pick up microexpressions and movements of the 
articulators (Muir and Richardson, 2005). Thus, individuals 
experiencing difficulties hearing speech tend to use available 
visual information to improve their speech comprehension (Muir 
and Richardson, 2005). This makes co-speech gestures a powerful 
tool to support speech comprehension in daily communication.

Comprehension of co-speech gestures has been researched 
more extensively in DHH individuals than comprehension of 
other gesture types because of their supporting role in language 
processing (Krauss et  al., 1991; McNeill, 1994; Kelly et  al., 
2010b). In oral-deaf individuals who tend to be born to hearing 
parents and learn to communicate orally and to read words 
on the lips of the speakers (Vendrame et  al., 2010), gestures 
accompanying discourse facilitate retention of content 
information and correct inferences. However, co-speech gestures 
interfere with verbatim memory for discourse in these individuals. 
In addition, gestures produced by DHH individuals also 
complement sign language; for example, gestures can be  used 
to request a turn during a sign language conversation 
(Emmorey, 1999).

GSI in the Hearing and DHH Populations
GSI is an automatic process supporting language comprehension. 
When a semantically incongruent gesture–speech combination 
is presented, processing of gesture is negatively affected by 
incongruent speech, and processing of speech is also negatively 
affected by incongruent gesture. That is, concurrent speech 
and gestures influence each other’s processing (Kelly et  al., 
2010b). Kelly et  al.’s (1999) seminal work proposed the GSI 
effect and argued that gestures have a powerful impact on 
how speech is comprehended and remembered. Kelly et  al. 
(2010b) further explored the strength of the neural relationship 
between gesture and speech by examining a potential interface 
between language and action in the brain (i.e., GSI). Through 
a Stroop-like task, this study provided evidence supporting 
the GSI effect. When participants’ attention was drawn to the 
semantic relationship between speech and gesture, a larger 
N400 effect (which indexes semantic integration, as in Kutas 
and Hillyard, 1980) was observed when spoken words were 
accompanied by semantically incongruent vs. congruent gestures. 
Zhao et al. (2018) explored the neurocognitive control mechanism 
of GSI using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), showing 
that disrupting activity in related brain regions (inferior frontal 
gyrus or posterior middle temporal gyrus) selectively impairs GSI.

Language comprehension is also influenced by gesture in 
GSI tasks in DHH individuals (Obermeier et  al., 2011, 2012). 
Obermeier et al.’ (2012) seminal study examined the GSI effect 
in DHH individuals to determine whether gestures influence 
their comprehension to a greater extent than that of hearing 
individuals. They found that spoken language comprehension 
in DHH individuals is heavily influenced by gesture, like 
typically hearing subjects in the noisy condition. It seems that 
individuals with normal hearing adapt their gesture production 
and comprehension based on the quality of the auditory speech 
signal, whereas DHH individuals have permanently adapted 
their communication to incorporate as much extra-linguistic 
information as possible, leading them to incorporate gesture 
with spoken language with greater automaticity.

Cross-Modal Plasticity and Multimodal 
Integration in the DHH Population
DHH and hearing individuals differ in visual cognitive ability, 
spatial distribution of attention to the peripheral field, and 
multimodal reorganization. Enhancements in visual cognition 
have been noted in DHH individuals in comparison with 
hearing individuals when confounding variables are controlled. 
These changes are limited to aspects of vision that are attentionally 
demanding and benefit from auditory–visual convergence 
(Bavelier et  al., 2006). Moreover, deafness appears to shift the 
spatial distribution of attention such that attention to the 
peripheral, but not the central, visual field is heightened (Bavelier 
et  al., 2000, 2001, 2006; Obermeier et  al., 2012). When asked 
to detect the direction of motion of a peripherally located 
stimulus, deaf individuals do so more quickly and accurately 
than hearing individuals (Neville and Lawson, 1987). 
Furthermore, effective connectivity between middle temporal 
(MT)/middle superior temporal (MST) and posterior parietal 
cortex is stronger in deaf than hearing individuals during 
peripheral but not central attention. Greater sensitivity to 
peripheral motion enables deaf individuals to process large, 
swift hand movements like signs and gestures efficiently even 
when focusing attention on the interlocutor’s face (Muir and 
Richardson, 2005). Thus, hearing loss may, to some extent, 
facilitate visual skills in DHH individuals compared with hearing 
individuals. Visual stimuli activate the auditory cortex in deaf 
individuals who sign, suggesting that the removal of one sensory 
modality in humans leads to neural reorganization of the 
remaining modalities, at least for those who use signed language 
(Finney et  al., 2001). A common feature of functionally 
reorganized brain areas in DHH individuals is their role in 
multimodal processing, reinforcing recent views on the 
importance of multimodal integration at all stages of cognitive 
processing (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006). Overall, these 
results suggest that cross-modal plasticity may serve as a core 
compensatory mechanism via enhanced modulation of spatial 
attention in the visual modality (Eimer et  al., 2002).

Present Study and Hypotheses
Previous research has demonstrated that language is linked to 
action via gesture (Willems, 2007; Willems and Hagoort, 2007; 
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Hostetter and Alibali, 2010). The present study investigates 
the strength of this relationship and extends it to adolescents 
by focusing on a potential interface between two systems: 
representational gestures and speech.

First, considering evidence that gesture is similarly semantically 
related to speech and text (Hughes-Berheim et  al., 2020), 
we  compared the GSI effect across the visual and auditory 
modalities to examine how gesture is integrated with language 
in both modalities.

Second, we  investigated the automaticity of GSI by using a 
modified Stroop task in which participants were asked to 
identify the speaker’s gender (a superficial task) to decrease 
attention on semantic congruency or incongruency between 
the prime and target (a goal task), following Kelly et al. (2010a).

Third, the GSI effect was compared in DHH and hearing 
adolescents to explore whether DHH individuals experience 
greater automaticity in integrating gestures and speech than 
the typical hearing group.

We hence hypothesized that (1) the GSI effect would not 
show a significant difference between auditory and visual 
modalities for either the DHH or the hearing group due to 
the DHH group’s use of assistive hearing technology (i.e., 
hearing aids or cochlear implants); (2) both DHH and hearing 
adolescents would respond slower to gestures and speech when 
they were incongruent compared to when they were congruent; 
and (3) the GSI effect would be stronger in DHH than hearing 
adolescents indicating DHH individuals experience greater 
automaticity in integrating gestures and speech than typical 
hearing individuals. Because the experimental conditions for 
both groups were identical, consisting of acoustically and visually 
clear recordings, this should eliminate the potentially confounding 
effects of background noise and other distractions, allowing 
any differences between the DHH and hearing groups to 
be  attributed to differences in their processing of gestures 
accompanying spoken and written language.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Thirty-eight native speakers of Chinese provided written informed 
consent to participate in the current study. All participants 
were all right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision, had no known neurological deficits, and had not taken 
part in a similar experiment using the same stimuli. Nineteen 
participants (10 females; Mage = 13 years, age range: 11–15 years) 
were DHH. We  recruited adolescents as the target population 
because relatively little research has been conducted on GSI 
in adolescents (Dargue et  al., 2019). The hearing and DHH 
groups were age matched. Seventy percent of the DHH 
participants had mild-to-moderate hearing loss (unaided pure 
tone average range: 70–115 dB); the other 30% had severe to 
profound hearing loss (unaided pure tone average range <70 dB; 
Baille et  al., 1996). Most DHH participants used sign language 
in daily communication. Only two participants reported that 
they used spoken language in their interactions with the general 
population. DHH participants were recruited from educational 

programs where spoken Chinese and Chinese Sign Language 
were used simultaneously by teachers and students throughout 
the day. All DHH participants communicated in spoken Chinese 
during the experiment, and all used assistive hearing technology 
(i.e., hearing aids or cochlear implants) to access speech sounds 
during the experiment. Eighty-five percent of the DHH 
participants had hearing parents. Nineteen participants (nine 
females; Meanage = 13.45 years, age range: 13–18 years) had typical 
hearing. Hearing levels of participants in the control group 
were tested using an ISO-audiogram with the frequency bands 
500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz (Moore, 2014). They had a 
mean hearing level of 13 dB (range: 6–19 dB), which is well 
within the 25 dB range typically defined as the boundary for 
normal hearing (Bies and Hansen, 2003). All participants were 
paid $10 USD for their participation.

Materials
Participants viewed a randomized sequence of 120 short video 
clips twice (once in congruent trials, and once in incongruent 
trials). A semantically related or unrelated prime was shown 
on the screen following a video clip (interleaved across trials), 
for a total of 240 presentations. Stimuli were divided across 
two groups, such that half of the trials were “related” (i.e., 
congruent) and the other half were “unrelated” (i.e., incongruent). 
For example, referring to Figure  1, suppose that the primes 
were the words dial and cut. Panels A and B are related 
(congruent), whereas Panels C and D are unrelated (incongruent), 
creating a completely balanced design. Participants were 
instructed to press one button if the gesture related to the 
prime and another button if it did not relate to the prime. 
The experimental procedure lasted approximately 20 min.

Stimuli/Materials
Digital videos were created with a Sony DV 100 digital camcorder 
and edited with Final Cut Pro software. Videos showed a male 
or female actor situated in natural contexts (e.g., kitchen, living 
room, entryway) describing everyday activities (e.g., drinking 
water, watering, tying shoes). We  used different backgrounds 
to increase the ecological validity of the results. The actors 
faced the camera in all videos, but their faces were digitally 
covered so that mouth movements were not visible. Subjects 
were told that this was to hide the actors’ identities. Actors 
spoke at a normal pace with no artificial pauses between words.

Forty-four digitized videos of iconic gestures (e.g., break, 
twist) were selected for use in the current study based on 
previous studies (Kelly et  al., 2010a; Dick et  al., 2014). Each 
gesture was produced by either a male or a female while 
simultaneously uttering the corresponding verb in Chinese 
(Figure  1). In a follow-up session, the two speakers were 
recorded producing words only as speech. Video and audio 
materials were then combined to create the experimental 
manipulations of gender and semantic congruency. The 
presentation software application was used to present stimuli 
to participants, and response buttons were counterbalanced. 
Half of materials required responses of “left” for male and 
“right” for female, and the other half were vice versa.
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Prior to presentation of videos, a written Chinese word 
was displayed on the screen, serving as the prime in the task 
(see below). The word was displayed for 500 ms, followed by 
a blank screen for 500 ms prior to stimulus onset. Each word 
displayed was an action verb used in one of the experimental 
conditions, and it was either related or unrelated to the auditory 
and/or the visual information presented in the video. The 
variable intertrial interval between each prime-target pair ranged 
from 1.5 to 2.5 s at random following Kelly et  al. (2010a) and 
Guan and Fraundorf (2020).

Prior to the experiment, participants’ classroom teachers 
pretaught all the vocabulary used in the task to ensure familiarity 
with action verbs and their meanings. This familiarity training 
was designed to ensure that any differences in response times 
were due to semantic congruency rather than receptive vocabulary 
knowledge (Guan et  al., 2019).

Validation of Experimental Materials and 
Procedures
Semantic Congruency Norming
To verify the semantic congruency of gesture – speech 
combinations, a separate set of hearing participants (n = 30) 

rated the relationship between gesture and speech in each video 
on a five-point Likert scale (1 = no relation, 5 = very strong 
relation). The mean rating for congruent videos was 4.82 
(SD = 0.41), whereas the mean rating for the incongruent videos 
was 1.21 (SD = 0.28), differing significantly between groups 
(t = 5.11, p < 0.001).

Validation of Paradigm and Stimulus Set
The RT paradigm by which participants indicated whether the 
stimuli were congruent or incongruent was validated in hearing 
participants with similar language backgrounds and abilities. 
The findings of Kelly et  al. (2010a) were replicated, validating 
the stimulus set and procedures in both the DHH and the 
typical hearing groups.

Procedures
We used a Stroop-like paradigm (Kelly et  al., 2010a) to 
test GSI. The classic Stroop technique presents color words 
in different colored fonts, and the Stroop effect arises when 
the meaning of the written word influences how quickly 
and accurately the color of the font can be  named (Stroop, 
1935). We  used a modified version of the classic Stroop 

A B

C D

FIGURE 1 | Semantically congruent and incongruent Stroop-like gesture–speech integration (GSI) task paradigm. Illustrations of the stimuli. In the gesture-
congruent condition (picture A, B), the gesture and the speech were semantically related (e.g., gesturing dial and saying “dial” or gesturing cut and saying “cut”), 
and in the gesture-incongruent condition (picture C, D), they were semantically unrelated (e.g., gesturing cut and saying “dial,” and vice versa). There was a gender 
manipulation that varied the relationship between the gesturer and the speaker. In the gender-same condition, the gesturer and the speaker were the same person 
(a man or a woman), but in the gender-different condition, the gesturer and the speaker were two different people (e.g., a man gesturing but a woman speaking, and 
vice versa).
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procedure in which we  asked participants to judge the 
gender of the voice of the speaker in the video as a superficial 
task to avoid explicitly drawing attention to gesture and 
speech, which may unintentionally encourage conscious and 
strategic processing of the two modalities. The gender 
congruency task was also examined to explore the automaticity 
of GSI effect. Because standard Chinese was used in all 
stimuli, dialectical differences should not have influenced 
gesture processing.

In the modified Stroop task, participants responded as 
quickly and as accurately as possible by pressing a button to 
indicate whether the voice in the video was a male or a 
female. Each video started with the onset of a gesture stroke, 
with speech onset occurring 200 ms later. Practice trials were 
provided to ensure that all participants reached 100% accuracy 
on gender judgments. Accuracy was at ceiling in this task; 
therefore, it was not analyzed. The 7.1% of trials with errors 
in gender judgment were excluded from RT analyses. RTs 
were calculated relative to spoken word onset. Outliers were 
defined as RTs 2.5 or more SDs outside of each individual 
participant’s mean RT. Overall, this resulted in 8.2% of trials 
being excluded as outliers, within the 5%–10% region 
recommended by Ratcliff (1993).

Design and Analyses
A 2 (modality, auditory vs. visual) x 2 (semantic congruency, 
congruent vs. incongruent) x 2 (gender congruency, congruent 
vs. incongruent) x 2 (group, DHH vs. hearing/control) 
repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with modality, 
semantic congruency, and gender congruency as within-
participant factors, group as a between-participant factor, 
and RT as a dependent variable.

Above all, we  assessed the effect of modality on GSI 
across groups. Then, we  further assessed the overall GSI 
effect by collapsing across groups. To manipulate gender 
congruency, the genders of the voice and the actor in gesture 
videos were counterbalanced to either match or mismatch. 
This is a key characteristic of the Stroop-like task introduced 
by Kelly et  al. (2010a). Therefore, the first step of analyses 
was conducted to reveal the automaticity of GSI by assessing 
the gender congruency effect. To manipulate semantic 
congruency, a gesture was paired with a semantically 
incongruent speech token (e.g., gesturing ironing while 
saying “whisk”). Importantly, the reverse combination was 
also presented (e.g., gesturing whisking while saying “iron”), 
ensuring that item-specific effects were counterbalanced in 
modality across the stimulus set. The goal of the experiment 
was to test sensitivity to semantic congruency, but the 
superficial task requirement was to indicate whether the 
voice of the speaker was male or female by pressing the 
corresponding button.

When interactions between congruency and group reached 
significance, we  examined GSI effects separately in the DHH 
and typical hearing groups, and we conducted planned orthogonal 
t-tests (two-tailed) to determine the effect sizes for audio and 
visual target stimuli.

RESULTS

We excluded all incorrect and skipped trials from the data, as 
well as outliers (±2.5 SD). First, a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated-measures 
ANOVA performed on RT data, with semantic congruency 
(congruent, incongruent), gender congruency (congruent, 
incongruent), modality (auditory, visual) as within-participant 
factor and group (DHH, control) as between-participant factor, 
was conducted to examine the main effect of modality and 
modality x semantic congruency x gender congruency interaction 
effect. In order to answer the three research questions, we would 
first examine the main effect of modality and the interaction 
effects involved with the modality to test the first null hypothesis 
of modality. Then we  tested the second hypothesis of the overall 
GSI effect by examining the interaction effects of semantic 
congruency by gender congruency in both groups. Finally, to 
test the group difference hypothesis, we  conducted the simple 
main effects between groups (typical hearing vs. DHH).

A 2 (modality, auditory and visual) x 2 (semantic congruency, 
congruent and incongruent) x 2 (gender congruency, congruent 
and incongruent) x 2 (group, DHH and hearing/control) repeated-
measures ANOVA was performed on RT data using semantic 
congruency, gender congruency, and modality as within-participant 
factors and group as a between-participant factor. There was no 
significant main effect for modality [F (1,38) = 2.151, p = 0.131, 
ƞ2 = 0.03] and no significant modality x gender congruency x 
semantic congruency interaction effect [F (1,38) = 2.177, p = 0.108, 
ƞ2 = 0.03], indicating that the effect of gender congruency does 
not vary by modality. Table  1 shows the RTs across the gender 
and semantic conditions in two modalities across groups. There 
were no differences in effect size in the overall GSI effect between 
audio vs. visual target stimuli. See the marginal means between 
the two modalities in Table  1.

To test the overall GSI effect, the 2 (semantic congruency, 
congruent and incongruent) x 2 (gender congruency, congruent 
and incongruent) x 2 (group, DHH and hearing/control) 
repeated-measures ANOVA performed on RT data revealed 
the main effect of gender congruency reached significance, F 
(1,38) = 37.271, p < 0.001, ƞ2 = 0.08. RTs were longer when the 
gender of the spoken voice and the speaker in the video were 
incongruent (M = 656 ms, SE = 15 ms) compared to when they 
were congruent (M = 638 ms, SE = 16 ms); and the simple effect 
of semantic congruency is significant, F(1,39) = 5.327, p = 0.026, 
ƞ2 = 0.11, indicating longer RTs when gesture and speech were 

TABLE 1 | RTs across the gender and semantic conditions in two modalities 
across groups.

Audio Visual
Marginal 

mean
SC SI SC SI

Gender same 621 (98) 660 (86) 614 (92) 647 (101) 636
Gender different 652 (102) 678 (98) 636 (101) 650 (102) 656
Marginal mean 635 659 624 648 ----

sc, semantic congruent and si, semantic incongruent. SDs were presented in the 
parenthesis.
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incongruent (M = 650 ms, SE = 15 ms) compared to when they 
were congruent (M = 630 ms, SE = 15 ms).

Simple main effects revealed that, for the between-participant 
group factor (typical hearing vs. DHH), there was a significant 
effect of gender congruency (F (1,38) = 38.12, p < 0.001, ƞ2 = 0.17), 
and a significant effect of semantic congruency, F (1,38) = 46.17, 
p < 0.001, ƞ2 = 0.22. Specifically, in the DHH group, RTs were longer 
when the gender of the spoken voice and the individual in the 
video were incongruent (M = 658 ms, SE = 12 ms) compared to 
when they were congruent (M = 625 ms, SE = 12 ms) with a marginal 
means around 33 ms, whereas this was not the case in the control 
group (M = 651 ms, SE = 12 ms for incongruent trials, and M = 634 ms, 
SE = 12 ms for congruent, with a difference around 17 ms). Moreover, 
in the DHH group, RTs were longer when gestures and speech 
were incongruent (M = 639 ms, SE = 12 ms) compared to when 
they were congruent (M = 585 ms, SE = 12 ms) with a difference 
around 64 ms, whereas this was not the case in the typical hearing 
control group (M = 630 ms, SE = 12 ms for incongruent trials, and 
M = 592 ms, SE = 12 ms for congruent, with a difference around 
38 ms). Figure 2 shows the marginal means of these simple effects 
on RTs for semantic congruency and gender congruency by group. 
All significance levels were smaller than 0.05.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we examined whether GSI differed between 
hearing and DHH adolescents to investigate how it relates to 
reading. Using a Stroop-like lexical decision task with visually 
presented Chinese characters (e.g., 剪 “cut” or 拨 “dial”) with 
speech consistent or inconsistent with the meanings of gestures, 
participants were asked to decide whether speakers were male 

or female. Responses in this task indicated high levels of automaticity 
among all participants, showing nearly 100% accuracy, but varied 
in RT between conditions. Three major findings were obtained. 
First, we  found GSI in both DHH and hearing participants did 
not differ in the visual and auditory modalities, which are both 
important for language processing. Second, we  found that 
automaticity in GSI among DHH participants differed by semantic 
and gender congruency in both the audio and visual conditions. 
Third, a comparison between DHH and hearing adolescents 
suggested differences in the magnitude of semantic and gender 
congruency effects between the two groups. There were significantly 
larger effects of semantic congruency and gender congruency in 
DHH participants compared to hearing participants, with a greater 
difference for semantic than for gender congruency. In other 
words, incongruency of the visual and auditory modalities more 
negatively influenced GSI among hearing participants in comparison 
with DHH participants. Thus, modality may not influence language 
processing in DHH individuals to the extent that it does in 
hearing individuals. To conclude, GSI in the DHH individuals 
is not restricted by modality, at least in our experimental task.

Cross-Modal Plasticity of GSI Among DHH 
Individuals
Our study is one of few empirical studies establishing the GSI 
effect in DHH and hearing individuals. We  not only revealed 
automaticity of GSI among DHH individuals, but also found that 
it was unaffected by modality. Previous research suggests that when 
the brain is deprived of input from one sensory modality, this 
loss is often compensated in one or more intact sensory systems. 
In this way, DHH individuals may compensate for decreased 
auditory input through visual processing, and this compensation 
may contribute to GSI automaticity. For instance, for DHH individuals 

FIGURE 2 | RTs for semantic congruency and gender congruency between groups. scgc, semantic congruent and gender congruent; scgi, semantic congruent 
and gender incongruent; sigc, semantic incongruent and gender congruent; and sigi, semantic incongruent and gender incongruent.
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who do not experience acoustic input, it has been shown that 
cross-modal reorganization of auditory cortex might provide 
compensatory visual function (Lomber et al., 2010). In other words, 
individuals with hearing loss are more likely to take advantage 
of available visual information and to regard this information as 
a default strategy to enhance their speech understanding.

DHH individuals recruit a special brain region, the motion 
processing area in middle temporal lobe, during peripheral 
attention after deafness (Bavelier et  al., 2001). Meanwhile, DHH 
signers show increased activation of the posterior parietal cortex, 
supporting the view that parietal functions are modified after 
early auditory deprivation. Bavelier et  al. (2001) studied the 
impact of early auditory deprivation on the organization of neural 
systems for visual motion processing and suggested that the 
polymodal area was modified after early sensory deprivation. 
This polymodal area refers to the dorsal “where” visual pathway 
projecting to the parietal cortex and is specialized for the perception 
of motion and for the localization of objects (Bavelier et al., 2001).

Our results provide evidence that visual attention in DHH 
individuals is comparable to that of hearing individuals. This 
finding is supported by Bavelier et  al. (2000), who compared 
congenitally deaf and hearing individuals’ monitoring of moving 
stimuli occurring in the center of the visual field and found 
that deaf individuals devote more attention to peripheral visual 
space. Bavelier et al. (2006) explored whether DHH individuals 
had better visual skills, observing enhanced visual cognition 
in this population. Importantly, auditory deprivation was 
associated with enhanced peripheral, compared with central, 
visual attention. Furthermore, Finney et  al. (2001) illustrated 
that visual stimuli were processed in the auditory cortex in 
deaf individuals, providing evidence that impoverished auditory 
input brings about neural reorganization of visual processing. 
Similarly, Proksch and Bavelier (2002) demonstrated that deaf 
individuals attended more to the visual periphery and less to 
the center compared to hearing individuals.

Automaticity of GSI in DHH Individuals
Participants were slower to judge the gender of the speaker 
when gesture and speech were semantically incongruent, even 
though the semantic relationship between gesture and speech 
was not relevant to the task. The RT cost incurred by semantically 
incongruent gesture–speech pairs suggests that the 
representational content of gesture is automatically integrated 
with the representational content of speech. However, incongruent 
gesture–speech combinations elicited larger reaction time costs 
in DHH participants as compared to hearing participants, 
suggesting greater automaticity of GSI in DHH participants.

Some might predict that DHH individuals cannot distinguish 
differences in semantic congruence in gesture–word pairs when 
presented with gestures and semantically matching or 
mismatching Chinese characters. However, the results of the 
current study demonstrate that an automatic GSI effect exists 
among DHH adolescents. Even though the magnitude of the 
GSI effect was not as large in hearing participants as in DHH, 
the difference in the GSI effect between the two groups was 
marginal. The GSI effect in DHH individuals indicates that 
they integrate the semantics of gestural cues with speech.

This finding is consistent with previous research examining 
cognitive strategies that DHH individuals use to improve speech 
comprehension. For instance, Obermeier et  al. (2012) found 
that DHH participants compensated for hearing loss by 
incorporating as many gestural cues as possible to improve 
speech comprehension. Our experimental stimuli were inspired 
by the stimuli of Holle and Gunter (2007), gesture fragments 
from Grosjean (1996), and multi-speaker babble speech created 
by overplaying speech streams used by Kelly et  al. (2010a). 
Based on our behavioral data and ERP evidence from other 
researchers, some important conclusions can be  drawn by 
comparing the GSI competence of DHH participants with 
age-matched hearing controls.

First and foremost, it appears that DHH participants tended 
to take gestures into account to a greater extent than hearing 
participants. Secondly, gestures were immediately taken into 
consideration by DHH participants, as their average response 
time in the congruent condition was quicker than in the 
incongruent condition. Thirdly, the accuracy rates of DHH 
participants in completing the experimental task were identical 
to hearing participants, suggesting that DHH participants may 
have embraced visual cues to compensate for impoverished 
hearing (Muir and Richardson, 2005).

For people with sensory disabilities, such as DHH, the 
processing of information using unaffected senses may 
be strengthened via compensation. Thus, speculatively speaking, 
GSI may be  more efficient in DHH participants than hearing 
participants. In the development of hearing individuals, skilled 
suppression may be  employed, resulting in slower and possibly 
more accurate information processing (Gernsbacher and Faust, 
1995). This mechanism may have resulted in implicit GSI 
among hearing participants in our experiment. This conclusion 
requires further research, however, as we  discuss in the 
following section.

Limitations and Future Research
The present study has several limitations. One such limitation 
is the sample size. Our study included 38 participants in 
total, of which 19 were DHH. Further, our participants were 
restricted in age. We only recruited adolescents (aged 11–15), 
so the extent to which our results generalize to other age 
groups is unclear. Although our research materials were 
ecologically valid, the differences in natural background may 
have distracted participants.

There are many avenues for future research in this area. 
First, the cognitive processes underpinning gesture, language, 
and writing for DHH individuals are still underinvestigated. 
Guan et  al. (2019), for example, researched the relations 
between sign language and Chinese character handwriting 
patterns among deaf children and revealed that their semantic 
priming in sign language was well-integrated with their 
semantic priming via hand writing of Chinese characters. 
Lexical items consisted of a finite set of hand shapes, spatial 
locations, and movements in sign language. Similarly, Chinese 
characters were made up of a finite set of radicals and 
forms, and these units were also spatially and visually 
connected to one another in writing. However, research 
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studies on the relation between gesture and Chinese character 
patterns among DHH children are few and far between. 
Second, most studies with DHH populations have been 
conducted in a monolingual rather than a bilingual 
environment. Comparisons between DHH populations using 
two different written languages are rare. For instance, the 
question of whether differences between Chinese characters 
and English letters influence language processing in DHH 
readers remains unanswered. Third, the mechanisms used 
by DHH individuals during multimodal language processing 
remain theoretical and require more empirical study. Such 
research would have important implications for educators 
as they work to develop language (signed, spoken, or both) 
and literacy skills for DHH children and adolescents.

Conclusion
A Stroop-like GSI task was used to compare the automatic 
GSI effect among adolescents who are DHH and those with 
typical hearing. Results suggested found that automaticity in 
GSI among DHH participants differed by semantic congruency 
in both the audio and visual conditions. There were significantly 
larger effects of semantic congruency and gender congruency 
in DHH participants compared to hearing participants. 
Meanwhile, the incongruency of the visual and auditory 
modalities more negatively influenced GSI among hearing 
participants in comparison with DHH participants. To conclude, 
GSI in the DHH individuals is not restricted by modality, at 
least in our experimental task.
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